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Abstract
Philosophy and science have always striven to make sense of the world, continuously influencing each other in the process. Their interplay paved the way for neurophilosophy, which harnesses neuroscientific insights to address traditionally philosophical questions. Given the rapid neuroscientific and technological advances in recent years, this paper argues that philosophers who wish to tackle intractable philosophical problems and influence public discourse and policies should engage in neuro-techno-philosophy. This novel type of inquiry describes the transdisciplinary endeavor of philosophers, (neuro)scientists, and others to anticipate the societal implications of the impending transformations of subjects and theorizers. While human enhancement is likely to irreversibly change what it means to be human, disruptive technologies might lead to the emergence of artificial intelligent agents and human-machine hybrids. The paper predicts that neuro-techno-philosophy will be indispensable to understanding and engaging with these game-changing innovations and thus play a pivotal role in the future of philosophy.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

The future is notoriously unpredictable. The forecasting of academic trends may be guided by an understanding of a given discipline's nature, aim, and past developments. Despite philosophy's long history and philosophers' tendency to reflect on their own discipline, it is surprisingly difficult to establish precisely what philosophy is and what it strives for. As Bertrand Russell argued, any attempt to define philosophy “is controversial and already embodies a philosophic attitude” (1959, 7).

We may improve our grasp of a concept through comparisons and delimitation. In the case of philosophy, it has proven instructive to examine its relationship to other sciences, in particular those involving empirical methods. Philosophy and science are united in their methodological rigor and their desire to understand the world. This methodological and motivational unity gives rise to a dynamic by which progress in one domain acts as a catalyst for progress in the other. Scientific discoveries invite philosophical reflections on their implications for our understanding of the world, just as philosophers' concepts and questions offer insight and inspiration for further scientific research.

Together, philosophy and science shed light on virtually every aspect of our lives. A perennial issue for both disciplines is the investigation of our human nature. Contemporary philosophy and science pursue the maxim “Know thyself” based on a shared acceptance of what I shall call the naturalized view of human nature. Two related insights have prompted the shift to this paradigm and, with it, the emergence of new branches of science. The first important insight is the ideological revolution expedited by Charles Darwin's On the Origin of Species (1859). This text laid the groundwork for evolutionary biology. Before Darwin, the common understanding—through the millennia from Aristotle to Descartes and Kant—was that humans are fundamentally different from, and hierarchically above, other beings (Mayr 2009). Darwin's evolutionary theory naturalized Homo sapiens by placing us as one species in a broader family of all other living things. The second insight underpinning the naturalized view of human nature was produced in the 1950s by the interdisciplinary movement—combining philosophy, psychology, anthropology, linguistics, computer science, and neuroscience—that gave birth to cognitive science (Miller 2003). Neuroscience, which emerged during this period (Cowan, Harter, and Kandel 2000, 344–54), was particularly influential in naturalizing the mind via a physical analysis of mental phenomena. The successful introduction of neurophilosophy in the 1980s demonstrated the value of transdisciplinary approaches. Furthermore, it showcased how the naturalized view of human nature can inform and reform traditional philosophical questions that were heretofore believed to be resolvable only via a priori investigation.

Modern technologies have, however, begun to change the well-established dynamic between philosophy and science. As I argue below, we may expect neuroscientific progress and disruptive technologies to transform radically the core of the project of comprehending ourselves, the world, and our place in it. First, various interventions in the brain will likely enable us to substantially change the human mind and human nature. Second, not only will our own reasoning capacities be improved by human enhancement technologies, artificial intelligent machines have the potential to become reflective entities just like—or better than—us. I argue that these changes to the subject matter and to the competent theorists demand a novel type of inquiry, which I call neuro-techno-philosophy. This innovative conceptual framework will be crucial for philosophers who wish to shape public policy and discourse, which, in virtue of their long-standing tradition of thorough reflection, they are uniquely qualified to do.

I begin my argument with an overview of the neurophilosophical project that unites philosophy and the empirical sciences in the exploration of the human mind and human nature. Next, I outline what I consider to be the most impactful developments in (neuro)science and...
disruptive technologies that I expect to change the “what” and “who” of future philosophizing. Finally, I reflect on the relationship between philosophy and science and elaborate on the nature and aim of neuro-techno-philosophy.

2 | THE RISE OF NEUROPHILOSOPHY

Neurophilosophy applies insights from neuroscience to traditionally philosophical questions (Bickle 2009, 4). The term was coined by Patricia Churchland (1986). The field of research inspired by Churchland mainly addresses issues associated with the philosophy of mind, such as the nature of consciousness, the self, and free will. I call this approach the narrow view of neurophilosophy. Others, myself among them, use the term “neurophilosophy” to refer to the transdisciplinary research of all disciplines that seek to elucidate the human mind and human nature: although neuroscience is at the forefront, other relevant sciences—including psychology, biology, and the social sciences—are included as well (Al-Rodhan 2021, 1–2, 5). I call this the broad view of neurophilosophy.

Some philosophers have been skeptical about the relevance of descriptive, empirical insights for prescriptive, normative issues. This problem was famously articulated by David Hume, who observed a categorical difference between statements about what is the case and statements about what ought to be the case. Owing to this difference, Hume maintained, the latter cannot be derived from the former without an account of how this gap is supposed to be bridged (2003, 3.1.1.27). There are several ways, however, in which empirical facts bear on normative theories. First, moral, social, and political philosophers often argue for their positions from premises that assume a specific account of human nature. In so doing, they make claims about who we are and what we strive for that may be verified through observation and experiment. Second, the widely recognized is-ought problem is related to the broadly accepted dictum that ought implies can. This principle, typically attributed to Immanuel Kant, states that persons cannot be morally obliged to do something that they are unable to do. Neurophilosophy can inform and reform normative philosophy by exploring the neurological, psychological, biological, and other empirically verifiable human limitations. Finally, and more pragmatically, the neurophilosophical project contributes to the development of realistic moral, social, and political theories that take us as we are. For instance, political philosopher John Rawls maintains that knowledge of “the basis of social organization and the laws of human psychology” is indispensable to the procedure of formulating the principles of justice because, without that knowledge, people might fail to be motivated by these principles, in which case “there would be difficulty in securing the stability of social cooperation” (1999, 119).

To illustrate the work of neurophilosophy (broadly understood) and to set the stage for my main argument, let me briefly address four central neurophilosophical questions.

What is the foundation of our moral judgments? The discussion concerning the foundations of our moral judgments is dominated by two opposing views. On the one hand, Hume believed that moral judgments are based on sentiments, which are feelings of approbation

1. Many credit Churchland with effectively introducing neuroscience to philosophy (Brook and Mandik 2007, 384–85; Bickle 2009, 3). Churchland's position contradicts that of functionalists like Jerry Fodor (1974) and Hilary Putnam (1967), who have insisted on a separation between mind and brain.

2. Later contributions by Churchland on these issues include Churchland 2002 and 2013.

3. The ought implies can principle has been variously interpreted across philosophical debates. For an analysis of its different uses and a comparison to Kant's original formulation, see Stern 2004.
or disapproval of character traits. On the other hand, Kant argued that an action's moral worth stems from the fact that the action is motivated by the moral law, which can be recognized through reason. Their respective accounts of moral motivation differ accordingly: Hume held that "reason alone can never be a motive to any action of the will" (2003, 2.3.3.1), whereas Kant claimed that reason can "of itself, independently of anything empirical, determine the will" (2015, 5:42). As Thomas Nagel notes, both philosophers' "influence has been equally great, and . . . contemporary ethical theory continues to be dominated by the disagreement between these two giants" (2012). Today, empirical sciences may provide some indications of which of the two giants was on the right track. Jesse Prinz summarizes research on the relationship between emotions and moral judgments as follows: "Emotions co-occur with moral judgments, influence moral judgments, are sufficient for moral judgments, and are necessary for moral judgments, because moral judgments are constituted by emotional dispositions" (2006, 36). Psychopathology research provides additional evidence for the crucial importance of emotions to moral judgments. For instance, studies suggest that psychopaths show a selectively reduced responsiveness toward sadness and fear, which comes with a deficit in affective empathy (Blair et al. 2001, 2002), and that psychopaths lack a mechanism inhibiting violent reactions in response to distress cues, which is theorized to be causally connected with lacking the ability to distinguish between conventional and moral rules (Blair 1995). These findings indicate that Hume's sentimentalism better describes the nature of our moral judgments than Kant's reason-guided theory.

Is morality innate? This second question concerns the supposed innateness of morality. Are we born with an innate understanding of good and evil, as nativists claim? Or do we acquire a moral sense through learning and experience? Some philosophers have claimed that people are either good or bad by nature, which presupposes innate and intrinsic morality. For instance, Thomas Hobbes (1965) famously argued that humans are naturally ruthless and egocentric, and cooperate with others only by forming a society for their own individual benefit. By contrast, Jean-Jacques Rousseau (2019) held that humans are by nature good and are corrupted only by the influence of society. Whether moral nativists believe human beings to be inherently good or evil, if their assumption were true we might expect our moral judgments and behavior to be robust. Empirical studies reveal, however, that morally irrelevant environmental factors affect our moral conduct and decision-making to a surprising extent. For instance, a study by Thalia Wheatley and Jonathan Haidt (2005) showed that hypnotically induced feelings of disgust influence moral assessments, making individuals incline, ceteris paribus, toward more severe judgments. Using imaging technologies to study the brain functions accompanying moral judgments, Joshua D. Greene and his colleagues (2001) discovered a systematic variation in the extent of emotional processing, suggesting that moral judgments are influenced by the level of one's emotional engagement. Such findings undermine the case for innate morality, indicating the malleability of the human moral compass.

Are we capable of genuine altruism? Neurophilosophy's third central question concerns the debate over altruism and egoism. Although it is indisputable that people sometimes act for the benefit of others, believers in altruism claim that at least certain instances of such behavior are motivated by a genuine concern for another's welfare. By contrast, proponents of egoism argue that all apparently altruistic behavior is ultimately motivated by self-interest. Hobbes seems to support the latter.

---

4This dissent should not be taken to imply that Hume dismisses the relevance of reason or that Kant ignores the importance of feelings. For an overview of Hume's and Kant's ethics, see Wilson and Denis 2008.
perspective, stating that “of all voluntary acts, the object is to every man his own good” (1965, 75). In the 1960s, advances in evolutionary biology solidified the dominance of the egoist view. Before that time, group selection theories were invoked to solve a puzzle: why do individuals occasionally act for the benefit of others and at their own expense, at the expense of themselves—seemingly contradicting the logic of Darwin's theory of evolution by natural selection? By popularizing the kin selection theory, William D. Hamilton (1963, 1964a, 1964b) offered an egoistic explanation for apparent altruism operating at the level of genes. This theory claims that such behavior may occur when the giver and the recipient of an altruistic act are genetically related, and the advantage conferred to the recipient outweighs the giver's disadvantage, so that altruism raises the probability of the giver's genes being passed on through his kin. With the introduction of the concept of reciprocal altruism, Robert Trivers (1971) moreover provided an explanation for apparently altruistic behavior toward nonkin. According to this model, individuals are willing to accept a personal disadvantage to help another if this helping behavior is reciprocated in the long run: the continuous exchange of mutually beneficial actions increases the overall benefit, including the giver's. Provided that theories such as those of Hamilton and Trivers successfully account for all supposedly altruistic acts in terms of self-oriented motives, evolutionary biology seems to vindicate those philosophers who conceive of human nature as egoistic. More recently, the orthodox egoistic view has been called into question. The first of the two most notable challenges was raised in the field of evolutionary biology by Elliott Sober and David Sloan Wilson (1998), who argued that altruistic mechanisms were more reliable and, thus, more likely to have been favored by natural selection than egoistic mechanisms. The second challenge is the one propounded by social psychologist Daniel Batson (2014), whose review of a series of experiments revealed support for his empathy-altruism hypothesis over egoistic alternatives. The work of Sober, Wilson, and Batson reinvigorated the debate on human nature and illustrated the importance of empirical studies for answering neurophilosophical questions.

What are we ultimately striving for? Neuroscience can help us to address this fourth and final question: What ultimately motivates us? The explanation for our drive toward certain goals can be traced back to our neurochemistry. As may be confirmed by even brief introspection, we typically want and like what feels good. Shaped by a long evolutionary process, our brains appear to be preprogrammed to seek out and to enjoy pleasure, including prominently those goods relevant to our survival, like food and sex (Al-Rodhan 2021, 106). Neuroscientific research on addictions has shed light on the workings of the brain's reward system, where drugs stimulate dopamine-producing neurons to generate a strong experience of pleasure. This is the dopamine rush that cocaine addicts, for instance, crave (Nestler 2005, 5–6). Although drug use is obviously a special case of desire-satisfaction, the feeling of gratification triggered by neurochemicals in the brain's reward center also motivates us to repeat other pleasurable behaviors. In other words, we strive toward whatever reliably produces a sense of well-being. This mechanism is also known as the sustainable neurochemical gratification principle (Al-Rodhan 2021, 107).

My account of human nature and motivations synthesizes the findings of these four neurophilosophical questions. In my view, the central role that emotions play in moral judgments and cognition, the findings indicating that we do not have an innate morality, and

---

5 Bernard Gert has challenged the popular characterization of Hobbes as a “paradigm case of someone who held an egoistic view of human nature” (1967, 503).

6 Scholars disagree about the popularity of this view. Philosophers like Joel Feinberg claim that the egoistic view was “widely held by ordinary people, and at one time almost universally accepted by political economists, philosophers, and psychologists” (1999, 493; see also Stich, Doris, and Roedder 2012, 147; Batson 2014, 2–3). Others, such as Joshua May, believe it to be “widely and immediately rejected in the philosophical community” (2011, 26).

7 For an overview and detailed discussion of Sober and Wilson's and Batson's work on altruism, see Stich, Doris, and Roedder 2012, 157–202.
the compelling case for our actions being ultimately motivated by our own perceived self-interest together motivate an account of human nature as fundamentally emotional, amoral, and egoist (Al-Rodhan 2021, 63–70). Concerning the question of human motivation, I have offered a substantial account of motives that I take to be particularly powerful and reliable in eliciting neurochemical gratification. We are motivated primarily, I claim, by what I call the Neuro P5: power, profit, pleasure, pride, and permanency (Al-Rodhan 2021, 71–81). I return to my neurophilosophical account of human nature and motivations in the next section.

Both the narrow and the broad view of neurophilosophy study philosophical puzzles with empirical insights about the human mind and human nature as it currently is. As I have mentioned, however, transformative neuroscience and disruptive technologies are about to drastically change who we are—and new realities demand new approaches. The rise of neurophilosophy as an academic field not only testifies to the productive collaboration between philosophy and neuroscience on deeply meaningful questions but also gives us reason to believe that such transdisciplinarity will serve us well in this upcoming era.

3 | TRANSFORMATIVE NEUROSCIENCE AND DISRUPTIVE TECHNOLOGIES

In addition to providing us with new tools to address old questions, scientific progress and technological development create new challenges. Perhaps neuromodulation leading to transhumanism or runaway technologies superseding humanity still sound like science fiction, but the first steps toward their realization have already been taken. Let me now turn to these issues and outline how I believe these rapid changes are likely to irrevocably transform the subject matter and method of philosophy. Given that the questions explored in the remainder of this paper are prompted by neuroscientific and technological developments, I call the philosophical approach to these changes neuro-techno-philosophy. In the paper's final section, I elaborate on the significance of this term.

3.1 | Human enhancement and transhumanism

Individuals constantly shape and improve themselves in accordance with their aims and values. Familiar examples include the effort we put into our education or into advancing our career, or the intentional formation of habits that we believe will make us healthier and happier. In certain cases, similar improvements can be attained through neuromodulation: the targeted alteration of specific neuronal activities by means of drugs or technological interventions (International Neuromodulation Society 2018). When such interventions aim to augment our abilities, rather than restore them to a given baseline, we refer to them as human enhancement.8 Means of neuromodulating cognition include, for instance, drugs developed to treat neuropsychiatric disorders and both noninvasive and invasive brain stimulation to improve memory and the ability to focus (Academy of Medical Sciences et al. 2012, 13).

The paradigm shift toward a naturalized view of human nature in modern thought paved the way for accepting that the present features of our nature are not set in stone. Darwin's evolutionary theory undermines any assumption that our species has reached a developmental end point. When the evolutionary perspective of humanity is combined with technological advances and our rapidly improving neuroscientific self-understanding, it suggests that we

---

8For a discussion of different interpretations of the distinction between treatment and enhancement, see Parens 1998.
will develop the ability to manipulate human nature to a substantial degree (Bostrom 2005, 3). Indeed, it is even conceivable that we shall, at some stage, be transformed to the point of no longer being recognizably human but, instead, being transhuman.

The differences between humans and putative future transhumans raise a number of ethical concerns. Francis Fukuyama argues that our societal achievement of defining fundamental rights is conditional on the existence of an identifiable shared kind—human—to which these rights are ascribed, and to which we all belong.9 The status of being more than human, then, might lead transhumans to claim a more expansive collection of rights (Fukuyama 2004, 42). For this reason, Fukuyama (2002) warns that transhumanism poses a serious threat to our collective sense of a common moral status.

Given that we still do not fully understand the many intricacies of human nature produced by a long evolutionary process, altering our underlying neurological properties may have unpredictable consequences. Fukuyama suggests that, in many senses, the presence of virtues may depend on the presence of vices: “If we weren't violent and aggressive, we wouldn't be able to defend ourselves; if we didn't have feelings of exclusivity, we wouldn't be loyal to those close to us; if we never felt jealousy, we would also never feel love” (2004, 43). If this is right, then neurological interventions aiming to reduce the prevalence of the characteristics we abhor might produce the inadvertent consequence of compromising those characteristics that we value.

Others emphasize cognitive enhancement’s potential to bring about radical positive change. Mark Alan Walker (2002) and Phil Torres (2020) explore how such enhancements could fundamentally transform philosophy. Both begin their analyses by observing the apparent gap between philosophy’s grandiose aim—discovering the absolute truth about all aspects of life—and philosophers’ limited intellectual abilities. Despite our best efforts, certain philosophical problems, like the hard problem of consciousness or the question of free will, remain unresolved—“yet one generation after another strives to reach the false horizons before us” (Torres 2020). Instead of admitting defeat and abandoning all hope of solving such problems, we might, instead, recognize “that it is not we who ought to abandon philosophy, but that philosophy ought to abandon us” (Walker 2002). In other words, the solutions to these philosophical mysteries might lie beyond our abilities, but not the abilities of superior beings. Walker (2002) points out that when faced with the prospect of transhuman philosophers with enhanced philosophical abilities, we are left with two options: we can seize the opportunity to create cognitively superior beings able to advance philosophy in yet unknown ways or we can refrain from doing so. Torres argues that our philosophical interests will be best served by a promotion of mind-expanding technologies: “After all, one way to get a square peg—philosophy’s problems—through a round hole—our minds—is to reshape the hole to better fit the peg” (2020).

Regardless of our attitude toward the phenomenon of transhumanism, some maintain that the emergence of transhumans is unstoppable. I count myself among them, as I claim that there is no question if it will happen, only when, how, and at what cost (Al-Rodhan 2013). I ground this conviction in my neurophilosophical account of human motivation. As enhancement technologies promise to make it easier to satisfy our desires for power, profit, pleasure, pride, and permanency, I argue that people will almost certainly be highly motivated to develop such technologies and not hesitate to use them. If I am right, then Walker’s second option of refraining from using transformative technology will not be viable in the long run, despite ethical worries.

Human enhancement and transhumanism will change (neuro)philosophy in two ways. First, pharmaceutical and technological modifications of our brain’s neuronal structures may affect how we feel and think, thereby slowly altering what defines us. Transformations of the human

---

9Fukuyama provides a comprehensive introduction on the potential dangers of transhumanism to society. For further discussions on a variety of philosophical aspects of transhumanism, see Porter 2017.
mind and human nature shift the subject matter of neurophilosophy. Second, insofar as neuro-
logical interventions increase our cognitive capacities, technological progress promises to im-
prove our abilities to think rationally, and to recognize and reflect on previously undiscovered
connections. Thus, human enhancement has the potential to optimize the theorizer, turning
philosophers into transphilosophers.

Not only is technology likely to change humans, it may also play a role in its own right. In
the next section, I consider how far machines have already come and what implications their
progress brings for our way of doing philosophy.

3.2 | Runaway technologies

In 1950, Alan Turing famously wondered whether machines could think. Recognizing that
any purported definition of the terms “machine” and “think” would be contentious, Turing
instead asked whether any machine could win what he called the “imitation game.” A ma-
chine passes this test if, after reviewing sets of answers to written questions provided by a
human and a computing machine, an interrogator cannot reliably identify the computer.
While no artificial intelligence (AI) to date has been able to pass the Turing test, some believe
that a computer will successfully pass it within the next ten to twenty years (Panova 2021).
Increasingly sophisticated machine learning has permitted machines to beat humans in other
games: IBM's Deep Blue chess computer defeated world champion Garry Kasparov in 1997
(Harding and Barden 1997), and Google's AlphaGo beat the Go world champion Lee Sedol
in 2016 (Moyer 2016). While Deep Blue is equipped with an extensive playbook and is prepro-
grammed to reason in a way that mimics human reasoning, AlphaGo's algorithm depends
only on reinforcement learning, meaning it was not provided with any additional information
about Go other than the game's rules. AlphaGo became its own teacher, learning from its mis-
takes and exploring new possibilities with every iteration (Silver et al. 2017, 354). Essentially,
the program became a reflective and creative entity. AI's creativity extends beyond master-
ing sophisticated games, into the realms of art, music, and literature—not only (re)producing
humanlike paintings, melodies, and short texts but also creating original art (Miller 2019).
Moreover, AI's capacity to recognize patterns and theorize about complex scenarios helps sci-
entists gain otherwise inaccessible insights. Prominent applications include diagnostic medical
contexts (Blades 2021) and innovative experimental design, in which AI develops solutions that
its creators had not believed possible (Ananthaswamy 2021).

It is a short step, then, from AI's present uses to its future use developing novel philosoph-
ical hypotheses and thought experiments. This step, however, requires that machines learn
about human values, a task being carried out by the Delphi project. This prototype model for
ethical reasoning is trained on a database containing more than 1.7 million moral judgments
about everyday scenarios. When asked to assess a given situation, Delphi's answers currently
reflect an average American's value system with 92.1 percent accuracy. The researchers' self-
declared aim is “to completely close the gap from human-level performance” and “to pave
the way towards socially reliable, culturally aware, and ethically informed AI systems” (Jiang
et al. 2021, 3). Given the intellectual abilities that AI systems have already demonstrated in
scientific contexts, future algorithms might make unprecedented connections in the field of
normative ethics, helping us to discover moral principles that human philosophers have, as
yet, failed to grasp.

Although it is inherently difficult to predict the future in any context, technological
developments are especially unpredictable owing to the dynamic pace of progress. The
hypothesized turning point at which disruptive technologies will radically alter our way of
life, perhaps including our very nature, is sometimes referred to as the “technological sing-
ularity” (Eden et al. 2012, 1). In his “Speculations Concerning the First Ultraintelligent
Machine,” Irving J. Good envisions that “a machine that can far surpass all the intellectual activities of any man however clever, ... could design even better machines; there would then unquestionably be an ‘intelligence explosion’, and the intelligence of man would be left far behind” (1966, 33).

Given the possibility that machines might become a runaway technology with cognitive abilities that will eventually overtake those of humans, it is important to ask at what point the agency and rights of computing machines ought to be recognized. The standard conception of agency, in the tradition of G. E. M. Anscombe (1957, 2000) and Donald Davidson (1963), is closely linked to intentionality. Whether a machine's performance may be interpreted as an indication of intentionality is, however, notoriously controversial. Instead, I argue that, regardless of the resolution of these debates, we should attribute agency to machines whenever they appear to possess the same qualities that characterize humans (Al-Rodhan 2018, 17). Given my neurophilosophical interpretation of human nature, I suggest that machines ought to be treated as agents if they prove themselves to be emotional, amoral, and egoist.

Prior to the development of machines that can be accurately classified as artificial intelligent agents, it is difficult to anticipate how closely their moral psychology and morality will resemble our own. The question of the similarity of human and machine nature will be relevant to how we deal with these new agents and what we can learn from them. For even if these artificial agents (or strikingly altered transhumans) prove to be intellectually superior to us, they may not be able to fulfill our hopes of answering long-standing philosophical questions about the good, the true, and the beautiful if their conception of what is good, true, and beautiful has nothing in common with ours.

The case for acknowledging artificially created agency is especially compelling whenever the line between human and machine is blurred, for instance through neuromorphic computing. With this brain-inspired technology, neuromorphic engineers replicate the morphology of individual neurons to mimic the neural architecture of the human brain, which could allow machines to share many of the features responsible for the human brain's cognitive abilities (Al-Rodhan 2016). In addition to computer-based attempts to replicate human cognition, scientists are working toward artificially recreating the brain using biological matter. In the laboratory, biomedical researchers have already created so-called human cerebral organoids (HCOs)—miniature, brain-like organs grown from stem cells that have been used as models for understanding cellular mechanisms and for studying pathologies (Lavazza 2021, 2). As scientists continue to create ever more complex HCOs, these organoids might eventually “become a living laboratory for studying the emergence of consciousness and investigating its mechanisms and neural correlates” (Lavazza 2021, 1). At least from the naturalized worldview that believes mental states are in some way dependent on physical matter, it seems possible that an exact—digital or biological—model of the human brain would experience conscious states akin to those of humans.

The prospect of machines gaining agency and cognitively superseding humans has further implications for understanding the world, in terms both of subject matter and of the theorizing entity involved. First, our fellow artificial agents will become an object of interest; their “artificial mind” and “artificial nature” will need to be studied alongside the human mind and human nature. Beyond exploring interesting similarities and differences, it will be important to understand how these different kinds of agents relate to and treat one another. Second, if machines themselves become theorizers, we shall cognitively compete with entities whose intellectual abilities will likely supersede ours over time. Just like

---

10Although John Searle's Chinese Room argument casts doubt on whether mental states can be inferred from an entity's performance (1980, 417–18), he did not show that machines cannot possess intentionality. Rather, he argued that “thinking” cannot be produced by a mere program and, thus, that the Turing test is inadequate. Thinking, according to Searle, requires “machines with internal causal powers equivalent to those of brains” (417).
transphilosophers, artificial philosophers may succeed in solving philosophical issues in, as yet, unimaginable ways.

4 | TRANSDISCIPLINARITY AND NEURO-TECHNO-PHILOSOPHY

I began this paper by outlining how scientific findings have been brought to bear on a range of philosophical questions. Next, I sketched a number of philosophically relevant transformations driven by neuroscientific and technological progress that we may reasonably expect to take place over the coming decades and centuries. In order to address these changes, I call for the development of neuro-techno-philosophy. This approach requires a profound collaboration between philosophers and scientists that differs from currently ongoing collaborations both in nature and in extent. In light of the potential upheavals we face as a society, I predict that neuro-techno-philosophy will become a relevant and consequential part of future philosophy. Moreover, given that philosophers are by training uniquely qualified to reflect on the implications this new era might bring, I also believe that those scholars who wish to shape public discourse should engage in this novel conceptual framework to help society understand and navigate what is to be expected. I shall now discuss the understanding of the relationship between philosophy and science that is relevant to the approach, before finally addressing the nature and aim of the neuro-techno-philosophical endeavor.

4.1 | The transdisciplinary pursuit of truth and meaning

When Moritz Schlick, the nominal leader of the Vienna Circle, contemplated the future of philosophy almost a century ago, he anticipated the interaction between philosophy and science that I described at the beginning of this paper. According to Schlick, even though philosophers and scientists have a common aim of understanding the world, they have different approaches to this endeavor. Whereas science sets out to discover the truth, Schlick maintains, philosophy pursues meaning (1938, 126). The scientific method is empirical, meaning that the truth of its hypotheses is tested against actually observable circumstances. By contrast, the philosophical method is purely mental: it is a reflection on actual or possible circumstances, regardless of whether they in fact exist (Schlick 1938, 128–30).

The relationship between philosophy and science has changed over time. In certain historical periods, as in ancient Greece before Socrates, there was no distinction made between the two disciplines. The natural philosophers of these times are the predecessors of philosophers and scientists alike (Curd and Graham 2008). As hypotheses about the world were gradually stated with greater precision, however, and scientific techniques became more sophisticated, sciences such as mathematics, astronomy, and medicine grew to be independent from philosophy (Schlick 1938, 122). Schlick predicted that the same fate would befall other philosophical disciplines, until they all eventually would “become part of the great system of sciences” (132). That since his time the empirical sciences have engaged in greater depth with questions like the nature of consciousness and the foundation of moral judgment can be considered evidence of at least the partial accuracy of Schlick’s prediction.

The sciences’ increasing interest in questions previously considered purely philosophical does not, however, signal that philosophy is irrelevant or that it is completely decoupled from science. As Schlick emphasizes, the opposite is true. Philosophy, understood as a mental activity that helps us to make sense of ourselves and the world, is an indispensable part of every science (Schlick 1938, 130) and of our private lives. By clarifying the meaning of propositions, by asking challenging questions, and by reflecting on new insights, philosophers provide essential
guidance to discourse in the scientific, public, and personal spheres. In this way, the historical divergence of philosophy and science is replaced by a convergence, in which the disciplines are once again united in their quest to understand the world—albeit with a clearer understanding of their respective roles.

4.2 The nature and aim of neuro-techno-philosophy

Neuro-techno-philosophy describes the transdisciplinary research of all disciplines that seek to understand ourselves and the world, recognizing that this inquiry is about to be fundamentally changed by unprecedented neuroscientific and technological progress. Neuro-techno-philosophers face the prospect that the impending transformation will inform and reform their quest for meaning in two ways. First, it changes the subject matter. Owing to the potential of human enhancement, in a hundred years the study of the human mind and human nature will concern entities substantially different from those it does today. Second, it changes the theorizer. With transphilosophers, artificial agents, and human-machine hybrids on the horizon, future scholars can be expected to use their superior cognitive capabilities to make sense of philosophical issues in a way that is as yet inaccessible to us. Owing to these transformations, the conclusions of past philosophical theorizing may no longer fully apply. Previously established claims, concepts, and theories must be revisited and, in many cases, revised.

Given that neuro-techno-philosophy addresses the implications of future developments, its approach is anticipatory. In contrast to neurophilosophy, which focuses on the human mind and nature as they are, neuro-techno-philosophy examines (among other things) the human mind and nature as they will be. Owing to the transdisciplinary nature of neuro-techno-philosophy, a thorough understanding of future developments demands a much closer collaboration between philosophers and scientists, with each party having a certain degree of competence in the other's field. Knowledge of our current best science grounds philosophers' pursuit of meaning, just as a familiarity with the method of philosophical reflection enriches scientists' empirical investigation.

Given its intellectual proximity to science and technology, critics might wonder whether neuro-techno-philosophy is still philosophy. Joshua Knobe and Shaun Nichols have pointed out similar controversies concern the status of experimental philosophy (2008, 12). Having emerged at the beginning of the twenty-first century, experimental philosophy applies the techniques of social and cognitive science to study philosophical intuitions. Scholars working in this transdisciplinary research area defend their membership of the philosophical pantheon in various ways. Knobe and Nichols, for instance, claim that the questions about human nature that they analyze are “so obviously philosophical” that it strikes them as self-evident that experimental philosophy is philosophy (2008, 13). If we adopt this criterion, neuro-techno-philosophy similarly qualifies as philosophy: it focuses on classic philosophical concerns regarding human nature, agency, and the conditions of our existence. I suspect, however, that the hesitancy to accept experimental philosophy as genuine philosophy stems not from its subject matter but rather from its use of empirical methods, which places it outside the purely philosophical realm of pursuing meaning. Justin Sytsma and Wesley Buckwalter can be read as responding to this line of thought when they argue that “experimental philosophy is a way of doing philosophy” and that its use of empirical inquiry to inform philosophical reflection follows in the footsteps of paradigmatic philosophers such as Aristotle and Hume (2016, 1–2, emphasis added). Although Sytsma and Buckwalter are right to point out that contemporary experimental philosophers are returning to the way philosophy was practiced in the past, this argument does not establish that the empirical parts of the activity of philosophers of the past was indeed itself philosophy. Recall Schlick's claim that when progress had not yet led to the branching out of some of philosophy's subdisciplines,
philosophy and science had formed a unit. Therefore, earlier philosophers' use of empirical methods can equally be understood as doing science in addition to philosophy. Similarly, experimental philosophers who complement their reflective activities with systematic empirical studies or statistical analyses can be described as doing both philosophy and science. While conducting experiments is integral to experimental philosophy, scientific activity in neuro-techno-philosophy is optional. This differentiation is important to avoid the misunderstanding that neuro-techno-philosophy demands that philosophers change their methods or become scientists. Neuro-techno-philosophy is non-reductive: it rejects the idea that science alone can solve the challenges sparked by transformative neuroscience and disruptive technologies.

The next era, characterized by transhumanism and runaway technologies, calls for urgent foresight in the field of public policy. This task requires highly trained thinkers to help humanity collectively progress in peace, security, knowledge, and prosperity. The importance of this task is why society requires philosophers to embrace neuro-techno-philosophy as part of philosophy's future.
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